According to Quantum Physics, soul sickness is the root cause of death and all sickness. Soul sickness is caused by the harmful information inside our vibrational field. Soul healing is to transform the harmful information inside oneself. In the past two decades, soul healing has helped heal and prolong the lives of hundreds of thousands of people and provided hope to many hopeless cases. Soul healing techniques are simple and easy to practice. It can supplement other healing modalities. Achieving longevity and well-being through soul healing is worth attentions from more people.

Description of our session
Provide a well-defined 3 to 5 sentences description that accurately describes your session. Remember to re-read your entry and spell-check the text. (500 character limit with spaces)

Please note that your description may be edited by ASA for the conference program for clarity and conciseness.

According to Quantum Physics, soul sickness is the root cause of death and all sickness. Soul sickness is caused by the harmful information inside our vibrational field. Soul healing is to transform the harmful information inside oneself. In the past two decades, soul healing has helped heal and prolong the lives of hundreds of thousands of people and provided hope to many hopeless cases. We will present and have attendee experience soul healing techniques first hand.

Please list 3-5 outcomes / discussion questions that will stimulate a lively and informative dialogue. (1000 character limit with spaces)

1. Learn how to understand from the quantum physics why soul sick is the root cause of all sickness and death
2. Learn and experience different soul healing techniques
3. Learn the effectiveness of soul healing techniques for healing chronic sickness, mental and emotional sickness, for rejuvenations and prolonging lives, as well as for relieving acute pain, cancers and more
4. Receive soul healing for one condition in one’s life
5. Learn how to use soul healing to supplement medicine and other healing modalities for longevity and well-being
Soul healing techniques are simple and easy to practice. It can supplement other healing modalities. Achieving longevity and well-being through soul healing is worth attentions from more people.

Objectives

What skills or knowledge will attendees gain as a result of your session? Please list 3 to 5 learning objectives.

Please note to make each Objective a concise statement of what expect the audience to take away from your presentation. For example "By the end of this presentations attendees will have learned/understand/be able to... etc."

1. By the end of this presentation, attendees will have learned, from quantum physics point of view, what is soul and why soul sickness is the root cause of death and all sickness.
2. By the end of this presentation, attendees will have learned and experienced different soul healing techniques for healing oneself and others.
3. By the end of this presentation, attendees will receive a soul healing and have first hand experience about soul healing.
4. By the end of this presentation, attendees will have learned the case studies and research about the effectiveness of soul healing.
5. By the end of this presentation, attendees will have learned how to use soul healing to supplement medicines and other healing modalities for healing, longevity, and wellbeing.
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